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tions of separate types of accessories used in a criminal statute: performer, organiz-

er, instigator, and accomplice. 
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In science of criminal law for a long time scientists tried to classify persons, to-

gether committing crime. Actuality of this question does not cause a doubt and today. 

In different periods of development of criminal and legal science to the questions of 

classification of accessories paid attention differently. Legislators often ignored the 

necessity of regulation of types of accessories and fixing of these kinds for a criminal 

statute. 

Research of question of classification of accessories on kinds, namely the 

theoretical side of the examined range of problems acquires the special actuality not 

only in the context of positions of institute of participation but also institute of award-

ing punishment. Correct establishment of type of accessory gives an opportunity not 

only to ground its responsibility but also define character and degree of participation 

each in the joint commission of crime that is founding for application of certain meas-

ure of responsibility. 

An institute of participation on the stage of becoming was separate norms, 

foreseeing responsibility of persons participating to the committing of certain crimes. 

A criminal statute knew neither the general concept of participation nor determina-

tions of types of accessories, however in its norms foreseeing criminal responsibility 

for the certain types of crimes, the acts of all now well-known types of accessories 
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were described: performers, accomplices, separately mentioned and about instiga-

tors. However such differentiation got substantial value, as by general rule all acces-

sories in an equal degree bore the criminal responsibility for committed crime. At be-

coming of participation as an independent institute of criminal law admitted accessory 

any person participating to the commission of crime. Such approach found the reflec-

tion in the theory of equivalence of accessories, characteristic now anglo-saxon sys-

tem of law, in obedience to that a performer at the commission of crime stays interest 

other accessories. Essence of theory consists in that a performer is an agent of other 

accessories, presenting all their rights, and distributes all their duties. The supporters 

of this theory grounded equal responsibility of every accessory for a together commit-

ted crime. In connection with that the theory of equivalence determined founding of 

criminal responsibility of accessory the act not personally accomplished by it, and 

committed together with other companions in a crime, it was exposed to sharp criti-

cism. For criticism the undifferentiating of criminal responsibility of accessories 

served founding also depending on an executable role. 

By the result of searches of decision, question of differentiation of criminal re-

sponsibility of accessories there was an origin of theories grounding different classifi-

cations of accessories on kinds. All attempts to classify accessories, aims were infe-

rior, to decide on theoretical and legislative levels question, who of accessories is a 

main performer, and who - by a second-rate participant. 

As a result, there were three theories of division of accessories on kinds: ob-

jective, subjective and mixed, depending on criteria that were fixed in basis of classi-

fication (accordingly: character of executable actions, personal interest in a criminal 

result, both the criteria in combination). 

Chronologically the first were objective theories of division of accessories on 

kinds. Essence of these theories was taken to that, classifying accessories on kinds, 

an objective test was used. All objective theories, conditionally divided into two 

groups: 1) theory of infliction, that separated offender and accomplice depending on 

causal connection between their actions and criminal result and 2) theories actions 

that, dividing a main offender and participant, as a classification criterion used legal 

properties of accessories. 

In basis of subjective theories of classification of accessories the criterion of 

subjective relation of main offender and accomplice was fixed to the committed 

crime. All subjective theories of classification of accessories were based on positions 
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of accessory theory of participation, in obedience to that an accomplice and instigator 

participate in a stranger action. Analysing this position through guilt of accessories, 

scientists drew conclusion that the criterion of dividing of accomplice and instigator 

from a main offender is their attitude toward a crime as to the stranger action. In opin-

ion of representatives of these theories, character of participation for classification of 

accessories of value does not have. All subjective theories of classification of acces-

sories were divided by two kinds: 1) theory of interest and 2) theories of intention. 

Essence, consists the subjective theory of interest of classification of accesso-

ries of that an offender is interested in a crime directly, while in an accomplice inter-

est in the commission of crime is mediated. A main offender that accessory that pur-

sued own interest was considered, and by an accomplice is a person that operated 

for the sake of stranger interest. Subjective theory of intention in a context subjective 

studies about a performer consist in an idea that payments of separate accessories 

that consist in operations, it is impossible to divide by more ponderable and less 

ponderable, as, for example, the actions of accomplice are too needed for the com-

mitting of the united action. Therefore differentiating execution and participation is 

needed not on meaningfulness of contributions to the committing of the united action, 

and on the orientation of will of accessories, in other words, whether accessory (to-

gether with other) aimed to make decision about the committing of the united action 

or gathered to give it on the tax farming other. A performer makes decision about the 

committing of the united action and examines its "as own". A participant submits to 

will of performer. It abandons a decision about the committing of act after a performer 

and, accordingly, perceives it "as stranger". This study distinguishes execution and 

participating not in the aspect of orientation of will of separate accessory, but coming 

from maintenance of plan that unites contributions to the actions. A performer is a 

participant, that on a general plan that behaves to the objective side of corpus delict 

accepts (maybe, not independently) decision about the committing of act. 

The mixed theories as a criterion of classification of accessories used an as-

sociation objective and subjective spheres of activity of criminals. 

Presently within the framework of theory of criminal law four types of accesso-

ries are distinguished: 1) performer (co-performer) of crime; 2) organizer of crime; 

3) instigator to the crime; 4) accomplice to the crime. There is an objective test in ba-

sis of such classification, namely: character of executable accessories roles, i. e. type 
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of accessory, is determined taking into account actions that are accomplished by 

guilty during a criminal trespass. 

We suppose that character of participating in a together committed crime is 

the most capacious criterion of classification of accessories and is the generalized 

totality of their distinguishers and most full reflects the role of personality in the joint 

commission of crime. 

Under determination is character of participation of should be to understand 

the phenomenon that characterizes the objective side of activity of accessories. Ex-

actly character of participating in a crime is a basic objective tests that should to use 

for classification accessories on kinds. Usually, under character of participating the 

role function carried out by a person is understood in the commission of crime. From 

an objective side this criterion is a certain set of methods of participation of person in 

together committed crime, i. e. totality of receptions and methods of participating is in 

the commission of crime that finds the reflection in the real reality. 

So, a performer (co-performer) is a person that in participation with other sub-

jects of crime directly or by the use of other persons, under the law not subject to 

criminal responsibility for committed, commits crime. Outside the institute of participa-

tion, the concept of performer is not used. Consequently, a performer exists at pres-

ence of other accessories: co-performer, organizer, instigator, accomplice. Concept a 

"performer" appears by the increase of maintenance of concept "Subject of crime" 

due to addition its special functional sign of commission of crime. A volume of con-

cept "Performer of crime" is less than as compared to a concept "Subject of crime", 

simultaneously the performer of crime must be provided with all signs of general sub-

ject of crime. Thus, performer of crime it always accessory [1]. 

Determination of performer of crime foreseen plugs in itself three varieties: 

- a performer is a person, directly committing crime; 

- co-performer is a person directly participating in the commission of crime to-

gether with other persons (co-performers); 

- a mediocre performer is a person, committing crime by the use of other per-

sons, under the law not subject to criminal responsibility. 

An organizer is a person, organizing the commission of crime (crimes) or 

managed its (them) preparation or committing. An organizer also is a person creating 

the organized group or criminal organization or managing it, or person that provided 

financing or organized the concealment of criminal activity of the organized group or 
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criminal organization [2]. Coming from mentioned determination, it is possible condi-

tionally to distinguish three forms of actions of organizer is 1) organization: 

а) commissions of crime, b) formation (creation) of the organized group or criminal 

organization, c) concealment of criminal activity of the organized group or criminal 

organization; 2) guidance by: а) preparation or commission of crime or b) by the or-

ganized group or criminal organization; 3) financing of criminal activity of the orga-

nized group or criminal organization. 

An instigator is a person, to persuasions, by subornation, threat, compulsion or 

by another character predisposed other accessory to the commission of crime [3]. 

Activity of instigator can be expressed only in active actions. Therefore reserved ap-

proval of resolution to commit crime does not make instigation.  

Instigation is always turned to one or a few certain persons the circle of that is 

strictly certain an instigator. Therefore appeals to the committing the crimes ad-

dressed to the indefinite circle of persons are not instigation. An instigator is a type of 

companion in a crime, i.e. type of subject of the crime accomplished in participation. 

This position confirms circumstance that the instigator both the signs of subject of 

crime (physical, responsible person, attaining age from that the offensive of criminal 

responsibility is possible) and signs characterizing its participating (role) in a joint 

crime are peculiar to. 

An accomplice is a person, that abetted advices, pointing, grant of facilities or 

instruments or removal of obstacles other accessories, and also person, beforehand 

promising to hide a criminal, instruments or facilities of commission of crime, tracks 

the crimes or objects, obtained by a criminal way, to purchase or sell off such ob-

jects, or by another character to assist the concealment of crime [4]. 

It ensues from this determination, that the concept of accomplice behaves to 

the subject of crime and reflects its specific as a type of accessory. Accomplice one 

of types of subjects carrying out joint criminal activity, and its general signs of subject 

of crime are peculiar to, foremost. However, it’s the special signs, that is determined 

by a that role that is executed by an accomplice in the joint commission of crime, are 

peculiar to. Essence of role of accomplice from an objective side is assistance to the 

commission of crime by the methods indicated in a criminal law, i. e. specific type of 

joint criminal activity. Traditionally in science of criminal law it is accepted to distin-

guish an intellectual accomplice and physical accomplice to the commission of crime. 
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а)

guidance by: а)

In opinion of some scientists, aspiring to more thin differentiation of kinds of 

accessories, justifies a selection yet of other types of accessories, namely: initiator of 

crime, customer of crime, confidant in the commission of crime, provocateur of crime 

of and other. 

Selection in a criminal law on a row with the already existent types of compan-

ions in the crime of new accessories appears inadvisable. It is not necessary to over-

load the institute of participation the superfluous types of accessories that has a ten-

dency on the modern stage, as, existent kinds, on the whole, all possible roles em-

brace at the joint commission of crime. In addition, it will assist the observance of 

principle of stability of criminal law. At the same time the necessity of subsequent 

scientific researches does not cause a doubt sent to perfection of scientific and legis-

lative determinations of performer, organizer, instigator and accomplice. 

Thus, investigating the basic theories of classification of crimes and generaliz-

ing opinions of the scientists outspoken in scientific literature, it is possible to draw 

conclusion that: 

1) in different periods of development of criminal and legal idea to the question 

about the types of accessories paid attention anything, and legislators not always 

considered a necessity regulation of types of accessories and its fixing in a criminal 

statute; 

2) establishment of type of accessory gives an opportunity not only to ground 

its responsibility but also define status, role of partner of together committed crime, 

the certain measure of responsibility must correspond that; 

3) character of participating in a together perfect crime is the most capacious 

criterion of classification of accessories and is the generalized totality of their distin-

guishers and most full represents the role of person in a joint committing crime; 

4) legislative dividing of accessories by kinds by the nature participation de-

termines the rules of qualification of acts of performer (co-performer), organizer, in-

stigator and accomplice, and accordingly, is pre-condition of correct decision of ques-

tion about character and degree of participation of each of partners of together com-

mitted crime; 

5) selection in a criminal law along with the already existent types of compan-

ions in the crime of new accessories, appears inadvisable; 
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6) the necessity of subsequent scientific researches does not cause a doubt 

sent to perfection of scientific and legislative determinations of performer, organizer, 

instigator and accomplice. 
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Національний університет фізичного виховання і спорту України, 

кафедра спортивних ігор, старший викладач

Аналіз проблем розвитку спортивних ігор в Україні

Анотація В дослідженні проаналізовано проблемні питання, що стриму

ють розвиток спортивних ігор в Україні. На прикладі участі представників спор

тивних ігор Незалежної України в Олімпійських іграх, показано сучасні підходи 

до подолання представлених проблем з метою створення сприятливих умов 

для подальшого розвитку.

Ключові слова: спортивні ігри, Олімпійські ігри, розвиток, проблеми, під

готовка. 

Постановка наукової проблеми та її значення. Проблеми фінансово

економічного і політичного (в рамках країни) характеру, які спіткали український 

спорт, призвели до майже «хімічних» процесів розпаду створеної системи підго

товки спортсменів високого класу, котра була дієвою при Радянському Союзі. 

Спеціалісти практики і вчені, котрі є фахівцями в області спортивних ігор, 


